
UA TRANSFER CREDIT WORK TEAM - MINUTES 

 

Date/Time:                Wednesday, February 8, 2012 / 10:30am-11:30am  

Participant PIN:      6384637  

Dial in #:                    1-800-893-8850 (everyone)   

Minutes Recorder:   UAF , UAS, UAA 

Attendees:  UAF – Sara Marshall, Kathy Nava, Caty Oehring 

UAA - Craig Mead, Sarah Pace, Jennifer Headrick  

   UAS - Trisha Lee 

   UA - Jane Vohden 

 

 AGENDA:     

1. Approved testing plans for Banner Student 8.5.3 have to be submitted to Mary Gower by 
1:00 pm on Thursday, February 9th.  Were there any Transfer Credit issues we all should 
be aware of?   
 
None were found by any of the MAU’s. 
 

2. Are there any updates regarding statewide transfer credit discussions?  (Transfer Credit 
meeting took place at UAA on January 24, 2012.)  
 
UAS/Trisha – no transfer credit changes have been asked for so far. 
 
-UAA/Craig:  most issues identified ended up being academic, such as common course 
numbering, common grading systems across MAU’s, etc. 
-UAA & GER Waiver – will waive if completed at other MAU’s and will include integrated 
capstone, however since the capstone is almost always a degree requirement, students 
will still be completing those courses; discussed possibility of adding a comment on the 
transcript that the GER is completed; ways Banner can look at attribute codes (UAA) to 
define when GER is met – needs to be automated somehow.  Not ready to implement, 
yet.  
-NSE/ISE – by May UAA hopes to be able to begin posting NSE/ISE as resident instead 
of transfer credit.  Also had unique situation where UAA student went on ISE via UAF, 
then courses were posted as transfer credit from the UAF transcript. Advisor & student 
expected them to be posted as UAA resident credit (will resolve by UAA petition).  
 

tel:1-800-893-8850


Each campus committed to publishing a UA Table of Substitutions in their catalogs.  
UAF & UAS have been doing this and UAA has created a proposed table and submitted 
it to their administration (questions still pending regarding how detailed it should be).   
 

3. Pending OnBase task requests:   
 
     a. TR #120 - to stop AD AP/CEEB/IB, AD CLEP, AD DANTES, and AD Intl 
Evaluation of Credits from converting to generic document types of RO Test Score and 
RO Transfer Credit (College) as they move from ADP Processing to TCE queues is in 
PROD.  Data Entry Complete ad hoc to apply keyword “ENTERED” wasn’t working; this 
has been fixed.     
 
This is now working for UAA & UAF. UAS doesn’t use this ad hoc (their process is 
different).  UAF just started using it in January of 2011.  
 
     b. TR #125 (in PREP for testing) - UAA's task request to add keywords of "Eval 
Review Complete" to specific doc types:  looks fine, except RO Transcript (UA) is not an 
actual doc type.  RO Transcript (UA Unofficial) was set up with the new keywords, but it 
should be RO Transcript (hard copies).  This was reported to the OnBase Work Team, 
has been fixed, and is ready for testing again (02/07/12).   
 
This TR has now been approved by both UAA & UAF (need approval from at least two 
out of three MAU’s before proceeding).  It should go to PROD soon.  The TR has been 
set up so any MAU can use the new keywords, if they wish.  
 
UAA is going to use this to begin a new process of evaluating transcripts for students 
who have been admitted incomplete; in the past they waited until all transcripts had 
arrived for a student (admit complete) before doing an evaluation.  
 
UAS & UAF have been doing evaluations upon admission, whether incomplete or 
complete, for a while.  As additional transcripts arrive, additions/revisions are made to 
the evaluation.  
 
     c. TR #131 - to change what's viewed in the ROT Evaluation (Continuing) queue 
Student File tab/window so the view is the same as in ROT Evaluation (New).  Currently 
we can only see RO docs in the ROT (Continuing) Student File, but in ROT (New) we 
can see both AD and RO documents.  One of the OnBase Administrators (Derek) is in 
the process of setting this up in OnBase PREP for testing (02/07/12).  
  
    d. TR #132 - to revise the workflow process for the RO Transfer Credit Support Docs 
document type so that when scanned as unprocessed these will go to the ADP 
Processing queue. Currently there is no logic to send the RO doc type to any kind of 
workflow – only the AD Transfer Credit Support doc type goes to a workflow.  This task 
request has been removed from OnBase PREP as there is more to be done before it’s 
ready for testing (02/07/12).  
 

4. Status of Patty Itchoak’s request for the OnBase 11.0 Transfer Credit module where 
OCR capability would be utilized to collect college course information from incoming 
transcripts as they’re scanned, to populate external course information in Banner 
transfer credit screens.  The UA system plans to be a beta testing institution for Hyland 



and may be able to start testing as early as April, once OnBase 11.0 has been loaded 
into PREP (which is going to become OnBase LRGP).   
 

5. OnBase outage:  OB 11.0 will be moved to PROD from June 14th at 5:00 and will be 
back online by 8:00 am on June 18th (it will be down for one work day).  Testing in OB 
LRGP begins May 1, 2012.   
 

6. Please see the list of UA Transfer Credit Team Members (attached).  Are any updates 
necessary?   
 
Need to correct Mae’s phone number to:  907-796-6259 (Done!) 
 

7. Other business?  UAF is losing one of its evaluators (Sara Marshall) and will be hiring to 
fill the position.   
 
 

 
 
 OLD BUSINESS  =  All On Hold (waiting until after 8.5 upgrades settle down, then revisit):   

SHR2TCP:   Status report (This is UAA’s request for a Transfer Institute Catalog Purge)  

SHP2MRH:  Status report (This is UAA’s request for a mass “roll to history”) 

SHA2TCU:  Status report  

 

TRANSFER CREDIT REFERENCE INFORMATION:  

UA Board of Regents (BOR) Policy P10.04 (especially P10.04.060 through P10.04.070) 
regarding transfer credit is located at:   http://www.alaska.edu/bor/policy-regulations/ 

 

 
NEXT AUDIO CONFERENCE:    Wednesday, March 14, 2012 ~ 10:30-11:30 a.m.    

(UAS’s turn for minutes!)  

http://www.alaska.edu/bor/policy-regulations/

